Queens Cross Housing Association Canal Drama Project Post Evaluation
To allow us to evaluate this project we need your help. Can you please answer
the following questions. Thank you for your help
Did the Project meet its planned objectives yes/no Please give reasons for
your answer
Yes.
The project delivery met the planned objectives highlighting the history of the
canal to the young people. The work they did with the tutors related directly to
similar projects in School and helped to re-enforce learning for all involved.
Was the work undertaken by the Tutors satisfactory yes/no Please give
reasons for your answer
Yes.
The tutors have both been fantastic to work with! They have taken initiative on
the project , adapting the work where necessary to meet the needs of the
young people in the group.
The tutors have taken time to get to know individual young people, giving
them space an opportunity to try new skills and gain a voice in the group.

On a scale of 1-10 (1 being the lowest) please rate the attitude, work ethic,
timekeeping etc of the Tutors and add on any comments
10
The tutors were extremely reliable, arriving on time and well pre paired.
They have worked in a positive way with the young people to challenge
difficult behaviour and focus the group on achieving their goals.

Please use this space to suggest any ways you feel the project could be
improved. Please also add on any other comments you wish to make
For the duration of the project we have seen young people grow in confidence,
speak up in the group, make their opinions heard and contribute creative
ideas.

On the day of the final performance teachers form the local school came to
watch the children perform.
One teacher remarked “ I’ve never seen that child stand up and speak in
public, it was amazing to see her stand up and speak with such relaxed
confidence”
The head teacher of the school said “ That young person is in trouble on an
almost daily basis, It’s amazing to see him engaging so positively with an
activity”

